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SKY-WATCHER ANNOUNCES   

THE ALL-NEW STAR ADVENTURER GTi                                                   
The equatorial mount engineered for the ultimate featherweight and portable astroimaging                                         

experience, now with full GoTo performance.  

 
Torrance, CA  (April 14, 2022) –  Sky-Watcher’s all new Star Adventurer GTi provides a lightweight, yet 
stable tracking platform for photographers looking explore night sky and deep space photography for 
the first time and experienced astroimagers looking to outfit a more lightweight setup.  Now with full 
GoTo performance.   

One of the world’s leading consumer telescope designers, Sky-Watcher is continually improving on its 
past innovations to bring to market precision instruments that discerning astronomy enthusiasts of 
every skill level desire. Star Adventurer GTi was engineered to track the night sky and its denizens with 
DSLR, mirrorless, or CMOS/CCD astronomy cameras as well as lightweight optical tube assemblies and 
guidescopes, now with added features found on most dedicated equatorial telescope mounts including 
full GoTo capabilities and autoguiding.  

With the added GoTo feature plus multiple tracking rates including lunar, solar, and sidereal, the 
heavens are yours to capture and explore.  

Since its introduction in 2014, the Star Adventurer has been at the forefront of the lightweight, portable 
astroimaging revolution.  Star Adventurer helped usher in a new age of affordability as well, breaking 
down the price barrier many face when first becoming enamored with the hobby of astrophotography.  
What’s more, the multifaceted tracking functionality allowed imagers to incorporate other techniques 
into their repertoire including Milky Way nightscapes, time lapse video, and panoramas alongside 
traditional deep space and widefield DSLR photography. 



 
With the Star Adventurer 2i, Sky-Watcher introduced Wi-Fi enabled smartphone control.  With the SAM, 
Sky-Watcher made the Star Adventurer even more compact.  And now, due to popular demand, Star 
Adventurer GTi has achieved a new level of innovation with full “GoTo” functionality plus autoguiding for 
the ultimate blend of sophistication and portability.  Now, imagers can use the optional SynScan hand 
controller or their smartphone via the integrated Wi-Fi technology to operate the Star Adventurer GTi 
just like traditional equatorial imaging mounts without the need to manually pointing at deep space 
objects. 

With this new inclusion to Sky-Watcher’s extremely popular Star Adventurer family of lightweight, 
portable EQ tracking mounts, Star Adventurer GTi now more than ever the heavens are yours to explore. 

MAP:  

Mount head only: $640 

Mount head with tripod and pier extension: $740 

Please visit skywatcherusa.com for detailed product information and for a list of dealer locations. Visit 
Sky-Watcher's Digital Image Server for hi res image download. Watch the Star Adventurer GTi product 
overview on the Sky-Watcher What’s Up? Webcast below. 
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About Sky-Watcher 

Sky-Watcher, one of the world’s leading consumer telescope designers, is continually improving on its 
past innovations to bring to market precision instruments that discerning astronomy enthusiasts of 
every skill level desire. Sky-Watcher was launched in 1999 featuring a modest line of Newtonian and 
refractor optical tubes, with distribution in Europe and Asia. In 2000, Sky-Watcher released their first 

https://www.skywatcherusa.com/
http://assets.skywatcherusa.com/?c=550&k=bac643d721
https://www.youtube.com/embed/rUY29PJSitE?feature=oembed


 
series of Dobsonian telescopes, and two years later answered the rising popularity of digital SLR cameras 
with their first version of the famed German Equatorial Mount, the EQ6. Today, with a full product line 
that includes Dobsonians, Apochromatic refractors, EQ mounts, and photography products, Sky-Watcher 
has grown into the most popular telescope brand worldwide.  

 


